We use simulations and dynamical systems tools to investigate the mechanisms of generation of phase-locked and localized oscillatory cluster patterns in a globally coupled Oregonator model where the activator receives global feedback from the inhibitor, mimicking experimental results observed in the photosensitive BelousovZhabotinsky reaction. A homogeneous two-cluster system (two clusters with equal cluster size) displays antiphase patterns. Heterogenous two-cluster systems (two clusters with different sizes) display both phase-locked and localized patterns depending on the parameter values. In a localized pattern the oscillation amplitude of the largest cluster is roughly an order of magnitude smaller than the oscillation amplitude of the smaller cluster, reflecting the effect of self-inhibition exerted by the global feedback term. The transition from phase-locked to localized cluster patterns occurs as the intensity of global feedback increases. Three qualitatively different basic mechanisms, described previously for a globally coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo model, are involved in the generation of the observed patterns. The swing-and-release mechanism is related to the canard phenomenon (canard explosion of limit cycles) in relaxation oscillators.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction is the prototypical example of nonlinear chemical oscillations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It consists of the oxidation of malonic acid by bromate ions (BrO − 3 ) in an acid medium, and catalyzed by cerium (Ce) 8 . Sustained periodic relaxation oscillations are observed in the concentrations of the catalyst's two ionization states: Ce 3+ and Ce 4+ .
These oscillations are reflected in the periodic change of color of the solution from yellow (Ce 4+ ) to colorless (Ce 3+ ). When ferroin ([Fe(phen)
2+ 3 ]) 9 , instead of Ce, is used as catalyst, the dominating colors are red and blue 10 .
Oscillatory cluster patterns have been recently discovered in the BZ reaction with photochemical global feedback (global coupling) 11, 12 which is imposed through illumination in the photosensitive BZ reaction using the photosensitive catalyst Rubipy (Ru(bipy)
The average concentration of Rubipy, taken over the working area of the gel, was employed to control the intensity of actinic light in such a way that the global feedback input is negative 11, 12 .
Oscillatory clusters are sets of oscillators, or domains, in which nearly all elements in a given domain oscillate with the same amplitude and phase [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The three most relevant cluster patterns observed in the globally coupled BZ reaction are two-phase, three-phase and localized clusters 11 . The former two consist of two or three clusters oscillating synchronously out-of-phase. The latter consists of two out-of-phase clusters in one region of the reactor while the remaining cluster shows no oscillations or oscillations with a very small amplitude (an order of magnitude smaller) 11, 17, 19 . Clusters with the same amplitude and phase need not be physically connected 11 .
The Oregonator 20 is the simplest, chemically plausible mathematical model for the BZ reaction. It is an activator/inhibitor system with nonlinearities arising from the rate equations of mass kinetics. It was derived as a reduced version of the Fields-Koros-Noyes (FKN) mechanism 20 by applying quasi-steady-state and rate-limiting-step approximations. Chemical oscillations arise in the Oregonator for the appropriate parameter values 1, [21] [22] [23] as the result of the interplay between an autocatalytic step and a feedback loop. A modified version of the Oregonator has been proposed in 24 to model certain dynamic behavior not captured by the "classical" Oregonator. Caricature models such as the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) model 25, 26 have also been used to capture dynamic aspects of the BZ reaction and other excitable and oscillatory chemical and biological systems 2, 27 .
Simulations using both the Oregonator and the modified Oregonator proposed in 24 with global coupling reproduce the experimental results on cluster patterns mentioned above 11, 19 .
The dynamic mechanisms that govern the generation of phase-locked cluster patterns in the Oregonator and their transition to localized patterns are still not understood.
In this paper we use simulations and dynamical systems tools to investigate the dynamic mechanisms of generation of phase-locked two-cluster patterns and their transition to localized (two-cluster) patterns in a globally coupled Oregonator with a global feedback term similar to the one used in 12, 17, 19 . We use a self-consistent argument by assuming the existence of two separate clusters, initially oscillating out of phase, and investigate under what circumstances the system evolves into a two-cluster solution and, if the two-cluster structure is indeed maintained (that is, if the two clusters do not synchronize in phase), how do the steady phase (defined more precisely below) and amplitudes of the oscillations depend on the cluster size and other model parameters.
In previous work 16 , we have investigated the mechanism of generation of localized clusters In our investigation of the globally coupled FHN model 18 (see also 28 ) we have identified three qualitatively different basic mechanisms that are involved in the generation of phase-locked patterns: swing-and-release, hold-and-release, and hold-and-escape. The swing-and-release mechanism is related to the canard phenomenon 29, 30 . The hold-and-release and hold-and-escape mechanisms are related to the release and escape mechanisms in synaptically connected neural models [31] [32] [33] . We refer the reader to these references 18,28 for a detailed explanation of these mechanisms. Here, we show that they are also involved in the generation of phase-locked and localized clusters patterns in the more complex globally coupled
Oregonator, and explain how they operate and the specific roles they play in the generation of these patterns.
In this paper we disregard spatial structure and we focus on the mechanism by which clusters with different phases, amplitudes, or both are generated. The mechanism by which oscillators within a cluster group into spatially extended domains will be investigated elsewhere.
In Section II, we first describe the globally coupled Oregonator we use in this paper.
Then, we provide a short overview of the canard phenomenon. Finally, we describe the twocluster simplification that allows a reduction of a large system of globally coupled oscillators into a system of two globally coupled oscillators representing two clusters. This cluster simplification is similar to the ones we used in [16] [17] [18] . In Section III, we discuss the various patterns observed in the globally coupled Oregonator. In Section IV, we explain the dynamic mechanisms that give rise to phase-locked patterns in homogeneous systems where the two clusters have the same cluster size. In Section V, we explain the mechanisms that give rise to phase-locked and localized patterns in heterogeneous systems where the two clusters have different sizes. Localized cluster patterns do not arise in homogeneous systems. We discuss our results in Section VI.
II. MODELS AND BACKGROUND

A. Oregonator model
The dimensionless kinetic equations are given by
where the three dimensionless variables x, y and z are normalized concentrations of HBrO 2 , Br − and the oxidized form of the catalyst respectively. The dimensionless parameters ǫ, σ and q contain information about the rate equations of the five irreversible steps of the reduced mechanism and the concentrations of malonic acid. Typical values are σ ≪ ǫ ≪ 1 and q ≪ 1. The parameter η is a stoichiometric factor that serves as an adjustable parameter.
A further reduction is possible by noting that σ ≪ q ≪ ǫ, yielding
Substitution into (1) yields
In the literature, x is usually referred to as the activator and z as the inhibitor. After a change of variables,ẑ = η z, and a rescaling of time,t = t/ǫ, the parameters η and ǫ move to the second equation yielding
where for simplicity we have dropped the "hat" from the variables z and t; i.e.,ẑ → z and t → t.
In Fig. 1 -A we illustrate the dynamics of system (4) in the oscillatory regime for a representative set of parameters (η = 1, q = 0.01 and ǫ = 0.025). Since ǫ ≪ 1, system (4) is fast-slow and oscillations are of relaxation type, evolving fast (jump up and jump down) in between a "silent" and "active" phases. In Fig. 1 -C we show the phase-plane for the variables x and z which includes the x-and z-nullclines
and the limit cycle trajectory corresponding to the oscillations in Fig. 1-A . The x-and znullclines ( Fig. 1-B) are the set of points in the (x, z)-plane for which dx/dt = 0 and dz/dt = 0 respectively. The x-nullcline is cubic-like. The left and right branches are stable and the middle branch is unstable. The two-nullclines intersect at the unstable fixed point (x,z) located in the middle branch. Phase-planes provide a description of the system dynamics in terms of the system's geometric properties but they do not provide information about the time evolution of the variables x and z. This information has to be inferred from their graphs as a function of t (panel A). The limit cycle trajectory evolves on a fast time scale when jumping up and down in between the "silent" and "active" branches, and evolves on a slower time scale along these two branches. 
B. Globally coupled Oregonator
Following the experimental setup for the globally coupled photosensitive BZ reaction, Oregonator models have been extended to include a term representing a global feedback from the inhibitor (z) to the activator (x) 11, 17, 19 of the form
where < z > represents the instantaneous spatial average of the activator z, and z tgt represents the target value of the inhibitor (oxidized form of the catalyst) which, following others 19 , was set equal to the unstable steady state concentration (unstable fixed-point)z.
The global feedback parameter γ depends on the maximum actinic light intensity and on the quantum yield of the photochemical reaction 11, 19 . For a discrete system of N oscillators (indexed by k = 1, . . . , N),
The resulting globally coupled Oregonator model is given by
In this system, the activator is receiving global information from the inhibitor. In addition, since q < x for most values of x (q ≪ 1), this effect is mostly inhibitory in the sense that it is "negative". In general, there is a difference between global inhibition and the global effect of an inhibitor variables. Inhibition refers to the "negative" effect of either an activator or inhibitor variable. When γ > 0, system (8) on the other hand, the activator received global inhibitory feedback through the activator variable.
C. The canard phenomenon
The canard phenomenon (canard explosion) in two-dimensional oscillators of relaxation type refers to the abrupt increase in the amplitude of the limit cycle created in a Hopf bifurcation as a control parameter crosses a very small critical range 29, 30, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Depending on whether the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical or subcritical, the small amplitude limit cycles are either stable or unstable respectively. The large amplitude, relaxation-type limit cycles are always stable. In system (4), the control parameter is η and the critical range is exponentially small in ǫ which is the parameter measuring the time scale separation between the activator (x) and the inhibitor (z). The Hopf bifurcation occurs as the fixedpoint transitions from the left (stable) to the middle (unstable) branches of the cubic-like x-nullcline.
In Fig. 2 we illustrate the canard phenomenon for system (4) with ǫ = 0.025 as η changes between η = 2.2358 (SAOs) and η = 2.2357 (LAOs). Note that as η decreases, the fixedpoint (x,z) of system (4) moves further away from the minimum of the cubic-like nullcline (see Appendix A). Note also that the frequency for SAOs is larger than for LAOs.
A salient feature of the canard phenomenon, relevant to the mechanism we describe here, is that trajectories are able to evolve in close vicinities of the unstable (middle) branch of the cubic-like nullcline for a significant amount of time before moving either to the left, to generate SAOs, or to the right, to generate LAOs (see Fig. 2 , right panels). This behavior occurs for values of the control parameter η close to its critical range (panels A and B).
For larger values of η (larger distances between the fixed-point and the minimum of the cubic-like nullcline), once limit cycle trajectories reach a vicinity of the lower knee of the cubic-like nullcline (panel C), they move along the fast, horizontal, direction giving rise to fully developed relaxation oscillations.
The critical range of values of η over which the canard phenomenon occurs can be asymptotically approximated by a critical value η cr 30 . We refer the reader to the Appendix in 42 for a technical discussion about the Hopf bifurcation and the canard phenomenon for twodimensional systems. In Appendix A (of this paper) we provide an expression for η cr in terms of the model parameters. We refer to the fixed-point corresponding to η = η cr as the critical fixed-point (x cr ,z cr ). Bothx cr andz cr are monotonically decreasing functions of η cr ;
i.e., as η cr increases (decreases) the critical fixed-point moves to the left (right).
The canard phenomenon also occurs in higher dimensional models. In three-dimensional models 43 the canard phenomenon gives rise to mixed-mode oscillations 44, 45 (patterns consisting of interspersed small and large amplitude oscillations). The canard phenomenon has been investigated in chemical systems [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . In previous work, we have shown that the canard phenomenon plays an important role in the generation of localized solutions in a modified version of the Oregonator 17 .
D. Two-cluster reduction
A cluster is a set of identical oscillators ("chemical points" of a reactor) that oscillate synchronously in-phase and with the same amplitude. A two-cluster reduction consists of assuming that a system of N globally coupled oscillators is divided into two clusters. All oscillators within a cluster oscillate synchronously (in phase) while different clusters may oscillate out-of-phase or display irregular patterns. Since all oscillators in a cluster are identical and have identical behavior, their dynamics can be described by the same set of equations. For a two-cluster system, represent the x-and z-nullclines respectively.
with σ k , k = 1, 2 representing the fraction of oscillators belonging to each cluster (σ 1 + σ 2 = 1). Substitution into (8) yields
This is a system of two oscillators coupled through the inhibitor (z 1 and z 2 ). In Fig. 3 we illustrate the evolution of both the activator and inhibitor for a representative set of parame- The zero-level surfaces ("higher-dimensional nullclines") for system (10) are given by
Eq. (11) describes a two-dimensional surface having the shape of the first term N z,k (x k , 0) in the right hand side in eq. (11). For γ > 0, the nullsurface (11) can be thought of as the x-nullcline of the k th oscillator for γ = 0, deformed (raised by an amount γ z tgt and flattened by the effect of the denominator), and forced by the second (j th ) oscillator via the function z j (t) (j = k). We refer to N x,k (x k , 0) as the x k -nullcline (or the autonomous part of the nullcline) and to the z j -dependent term (last term) as the forcing term. The changes in the shape of this nullcline due to nonzero values of both σ k and γ produce changes in the canard critical value η cr (γ, σ k ) (k = 1, 2) for the autonomous part of each oscillator in the globally coupled system. Oscillations in z j (t) "raise" and "lower" this x k -nullcline. As a consequence, the intersection point with the (fixed)
"moves" describing a curve parametrized by t. Points in this curve are not fixed-points of the four dimensional system, but they play a significant role in organizing the dynamics of the coupled system. We refer to them as "effective fixed-points" (or just fixed-points).
Since the curve of effective fixed-points is parametrized by t, as t progresses, the relative position between them and the minimum of the x-nullcline also changes. These changes have a transient effect on the resulting oscillations, in particular their amplitude regime. In Fig. 4 we illustrate how changes in γ and the fraction α of oscillators in a given cluster affect the dynamics of the autonomous part (z j = 0) of system (10) . For simplicity we consider z tgt = 0. Note that the parameter α corresponds to σ k in eqs. (10) and (11). Since η parametrizes the fixed-point (x,z), these results can be stated in terms of fixedpoint critical values: As γ increases,x cr increases, and as α increases,x cr increases. The forcing term may cause the effective fixed-points (parametrized by t) to move along both sides of the critical fixed-point thus transiently changing the limit cycle amplitude regime (from SAOs to LAOs and vice-versa). We previously made a similar observation for the modified Oregonator model studied in 16 .
III. ANTIPHASE, OUT-OF-PHASE, AND IN-PHASE PATTERNS
In Fig. 3 we showed an example of an antiphase pattern for η = 2, γ = 1 and two clusters of equal size (σ 1 = σ 2 = 0.5). We define the phase difference between two oscillators (henceforth called "phase") as the absolute value of the time difference between two consecutive peaks in the graphs of x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) divided by their oscillation period (which is assumed to be the same for both oscillators). The phase for values of t prior to the connection time is equal to the initial phase. For antiphase oscillations, the phase is equal to 0.5.
In the example in Fig. 3 , phase separation occurs very fast (in the first cycle). Both the final phase of two oscillators and the "pace" at which phase separation occurs depend on the parameter values and the initial conditions. We illustrate this dependence in For σ 1 = 0.5, the two cubic-like x-nullclines are identical, and therefore their graphs are superimposed. For σ 1 = 0.2, the red nullcline (σ 2 = 0.8) is flatter than the blue nullcline (σ 1 = 0.2). The z-nullclines are independent of γ but they depend on η. As η decreases, the slope of the z-nullcline also decreases, and the fixed-points move to the right. In both cases, the fixed-points are located in the middle (unstable) branch of the x-nullcline. For η = 2, the fixed-point is very close to the minimum of the x-nullcline, and for η = 0.8, the fixed-point is located roughly in the middle of the unstable branch. The differences among the various patterns are associated with differences among the corresponding nullclines (panel C) and can be explained using dynamical systems tools (phase-plane or phase-space analysis). Below we discuss the differences among the trajectories in phase-space corresponding to three qualitatively different patterns. In Section IV we discuss in more detail the dynamic mechanisms that give rise to these patterns.
In Figs. 6, 7 and 8 we show the x-and z-traces (panels A) for three sets of representative parameter values among these used in Fig. 5 , and the trajectories in phase-space for both oscillators (panels B). More precisely, in panel B we show the projection of these trajectories onto the (x 1 , z 1 )-and (x 2 , z 2 )-planes respectively.
Figs. 6 (η = 2, γ = 1, and σ 1 = 0.5) corresponds to the red dots in Fig. 5-A 1 . Initially, the two oscillators are disconnected and the phase is almost equal to zero with the blue oscillator preceding the red oscillator. Phase separation occurs fast after global coupling is activated (vertical dashed-line). This fast phase separation is associated with a red SAO in the first cycle; that is, the blue oscillator inhibits the red oscillator which continues to be silent for a significant amount of time before peaking again. This is reflected as a loop (or "swing") in the red trajectory and a further decrease in its z 2 component. As we argue in Section IV, this mechanism is associated with the canard phenomenon described in Section II C. Canard-like SAOs are not observed in the blue oscillations nor in the subsequent red oscillations. A similar type of mechanism is observed for lower values of γ as we show in Fig. 8-A 1 for γ = 0.1 (blue dots in Fig. 5-A 1 ) . Due to the lower value of γ, the canard-like SAO occurs in the second cycle after global coupling is activated instead of the first. 
5-C, top panel).
The transition from an initial phase to the steady in-phase (zero-phase) patterns where the phase slowly decreases rather than increase as the number of cycles progresses is governed by a similar mechanism. In Figs. 8-A 1 and -A 2 (η = 2, γ = 0.1, and σ 1 = 0.5) we compare the first few cycles for the in-phase and antiphase patterns in Fig. 5-A 1 (blue dots) . The initial phases in both panels A 1 and A 2 are very close (almost identical) but the phase separation occurs in the second cycle in panel A 1 (upper blue dots in Fig. 5-A 1 ) while it slowly decreases in panel A 2 (lower blue dots in Fig. 5-A 1 ) . 
IV. MECHANISMS OF GENERATION OF PHASE-LOCKED PATTERNS IN HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS
Here we use dynamical systems tools to investigate in more detail the mechanism of generation of antiphase patterns for the globally coupled Oregonator. We first consider the parameter values corresponding to Initially, the two oscillators are very close, therefore the corresponding cubic nullclines are almost superimposed. The blue nullcline is slightly lower than the red one because the red oscillator is "higher" than the blue one (z 2 > z 1 ). As time progresses, the two oscillators move along the cubic nullclines and approach each other. After they arrive to the lower knee (panels B), both oscillators start moving along the unstable branch of their cubic nullclines, slightly upwards (panels C), and separate from each other (panels D). Note that the blue oscillator moves faster than the red oscillator since it is further away along the fast direction of motion. As the blue oscillator moves upwards, z 1 increases slightly above z 2 and lowers the red nullcline (panels E) forcing the red oscillator to cross it (panels F) and reverse direction, moving towards the left branch, then crossing it again (panel G), and finally moving down along the left branch of the red nullcline. This creates the canard-like SAO observed in the Fig. 6 . The amount of time the red oscillator spends moving around the knee of the red nullcline creates the necessary delay for the blue oscillator to "climb up" the blue nullcline, reach its upper knee, and jump down (panel H). The corresponding decrease in z 1 raises the red nullcline and releases the red oscillator from inhibition, thus allowing it to jump up (panels I and J). The accompanying increase in z 2 lowers the blue nullcline and holds the blue oscillator in the silent phase thus creating the necessary delay for the phase to be maintained; i.e., it provides the red oscillator with enough time to reach the upper knee of the red nullcline before the blue oscillator reaches the lower knee of the blue nullcline.
After the red oscillator jumps down (panels K and L), the decrease in z 2 raises the blue nullcline and releases the blue oscillator (panel M). Since the red oscillator is now further away from the blue one, the shifting down of the red nullcline after the blue oscillator jumps up again (not shown) holds the red oscillator but it does not create a canard-like SAO. For the parameters in this figure, phase separation occurs via a canard-related swing-and-release mechanism similar to the one described for the globally coupled FHN model in 18 . Critical to this mechanism is the fact that the fixed-point for the autonomous system is close enough to the minimum of the cubic-like nullclines. The antiphase pattern is maintained (stabilized)
by a hold-and-release mechanism where the trajectory first moves down together with the nullcline, and then it is released when the nullcline moves back up.
In Fig. 11 we show snapshots of superimposed phase-planes for various representative values of t along an oscillation cycle for the parameters in briefly holds the red oscillator, causing a small delay with respect to the blue oscillator. The occurrence of this delay depends on the initial distance between the two oscillators (initial phase). In other words, it depends on whether or not the red oscillator is able to jump up (escape inhibition) before the red nullcline move down a significant distance that is enough to hold it. If the delay is long enough, the phase will increase cycle by cycle, thus creating an antiphase pattern. Otherwise, the phase will contract on subsequent jumps. In the first case, the antiphase pattern is created by a hold-and-release mechanism similar to the one described in 18 . Note that the analysis presented here does not provide a quantitative measure of the boundary between the basins of attraction of the in-phase and antiphase patterns. 
V. MECHANISMS OF GENERATION OF PHASE-LOCKED AND LOCALIZED PATTERNS IN HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS
Here we investigate the dynamics of the globally coupled Oregonator for two clusters having different sizes. In our simulations we used σ 1 = 0.2 and σ 2 = 0.8. Geometrically, the effect of the different cluster sizes is reflected in the different shapes of the autonomous part of the nullclines in eq. (11) . For a fixed value of γ, the larger the cluster size the flatter the nullcline since γ is multiplied by the cluster size in the denominator of the autonomous part in eq. (11) . (This effect is similar to the one produced by γ in Fig. 4 -A for a fixed value of the cluster size.) Dynamically, the effect of different cluster sizes is reflected in the forcing term of the nullclines and the different canard critical values η cr of their autonomous part (see Fig. 4 ). For a fixed value of γ, the larger the cluster size, the smaller η cr . For a fixed value of γ, there is a range of values of η for which the autonomous part of oscillator with the largest cluster size is in the SAO regime while the autonomous part of the oscillator with the smallest cluster size is in the LAO regime. The forcing that each oscillator exerts on the other may cause changes, at least transiently, in the oscillatory regime.
In Figs. 12, 13, and 14 we show the traces (panels A) and trajectories (panels B) for γ = 1, γ = 3.5, and γ = 5 respectively. In all these figures, the right panels B are magnifications of the left ones. The differences in the shapes of the nullclines caused by the two different values of σ 1 and σ 2 are reflected in the amplitude of the oscillations (panels A) and the corresponding sizes of the limit cycles (panels B).
In Fig. 12 (γ = 1) , phase separation does not occur by a canard-like (swing-and-release) mechanism, as it occurs for σ 1 = σ 2 = 0.5, but by a hold-and-release mechanism where the red SAO is caused by the motion of the red nullcline. Specifically, the blue oscillator jumps up and lower the red nullcline before the red oscillator manages to jumps up. As a consequence its trajectory is slightly retracted and held for some time before it is released to jump up after the blue oscillator jumps down.
In Fig. 13 (γ = 3.5), the amplitude of the red oscillations (largest cluster size) is approximately half of the amplitude of the blue oscillations. Phase separation occurs via a mechanism similar to the one described for the parameters in Fig. 12 . Red SAOs persist in all cycles. Note that the red LAOs are reminiscent of canard-like oscillations. is the fact that the shapes of the red and blue nullclines determine the amplitude regime for the corresponding oscillations. In particular, the red oscillator displays only SAOs because its nullcline is flatter than the blue one.
VI. DISCUSSION
Phase-locked and localized oscillatory cluster patterns have been experimentally observed in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction with photochemical global feedback 11, 12 . In these experiments, the average concentration of the inhibitor (photosensitive catalyst) was used to force the dynamics of the activator. Numerical simulations using Oregonator type models have been used to reproduce these experimental findings 11, 12, 19 . In this paper, we have studied the underlying dynamic mechanisms that lead to phase-locked and localized oscillatory patterns in a two-cluster system of globally coupled Oregonators capturing the experimental results mentioned above. Our mechanistic study contributes to both the understanding of the conditions under which these cluster patterns occur and to the elucidation of the role played by the participating chemicals and reaction rate constants through the model parameters η, ǫ, and q.
Our approach consisted of assuming that a large system of globally coupled chemical oscillators is initially organized into two clusters. All elements in a given cluster are identical;
i.e., they oscillate with the same phase and amplitude. Differences in cluster sizes translate into weights (σ 1 and σ 2 ) in the global coupling term. We investigated the circumstances under which a two-cluster system with an initially small phase evolves into steady phaselocked or localized two-cluster patterns, and how the phase and amplitudes of these patterns depend on the model parameters.
We found that for large enough values of the stoichiometric parameter η, the canardrelated, swing-and-release mechanism is responsible for the fast phase separation leading to antiphase patterns. The stabilization of these patterns is achieved by a combination mechanisms described for synaptically connected neurons 33 .
Homogeneous clusters (σ 1 = σ 2 ) display only phase-locked (antiphase) patterns. (When two clusters synchronize in-phase they are considered as a single cluster.) Heterogeneous clusters (σ 1 = σ 2 ) display both phase-locked and localized patterns where the oscillation amplitude of the largest cluster is roughly an order of magnitude smaller than the oscillation amplitude of the smaller cluster. The transition from phase-locked to localized cluster patterns occurs as γ increases, and is less abrupt (more diffuse) than the transition observed for the globally coupled modified Oregonator 17 . As for the latter, localized patterns in the globally coupled Oregonator studied here are generated by a canard mechanism. Consistent with this, SAOs are displayed by the largest cluster rather than by the smallest one, reflecting a self-inhibition effect that increases with cluster size as the activator (cubic-like) nullcline of the largest cluster becomes flatter.
The globally coupled Oregonator model studied here has similarities and differences with the globally coupled FHN system studied in 18 . In both models the inhibitor nullcline is linear In this paper we have not investigated the effects of changes in the parameters q and ǫ which were assumed to be fixed. The parameter ǫ represents the time scale separation between the activator and inhibitor. The canard-related swing-and-release mechanism is strongly dependent on the fact that the system is fast-slow (0 < ǫ ≪ 1). Our conclusions are expected to hold for some larger range of values of ǫ than the one considered here. The type of patterns obtained for values of ǫ outside this regime and the mechanisms that give rise to these patterns call for more research. The value of the parameter q is responsible for the strong nonlinearity (almost vertical left branch) mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Globally coupled oscillatory systems have been studied both experimentally and theoretically in chemical, biochemical, biological and neural systems 11, 12, 16, 17, 19, 36, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . The results presented in this paper and the methods we and other authors have developed 18, 31, 32, 65, 66 can be applicable to the understanding of the underlying mechanisms that govern the dynamics in these systems.
In this paper, we focused on the mechanisms of generation of two-cluster patterns by assuming the set of individual oscillators is initially divided into two clusters oscillating outof-phase but not on the mechanism by which these individual oscillators are grouped into clusters. More research is needed to understand these mechanisms and to determine how the selection of cluster sizes depends on the model parameters and how individual oscillators are spatially grouped into clusters in systems including diffusion.
